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Offering prices are hardly being followed by potential buyers
 Sales are still developing at a very slow pace. The asking prices of ginners (69-70 c/lb) are exceptionally
paid by buyers who are in need of cotton. As a result we can report very few business concluded at such
levels to traditional buyers (Italian or Turkish). In addition, there are some stocks (10-13,000 tons) of crop
06/07 still in our market mainly HVI 51 color which are being offered between 144-148 usc/kgs FOT
depending on the quality. Have in mind that some of the domestic spinning mills have been buying lately
these stocks as they didn't want to pay the new crop levels.

Quantity wise provided we calculate a production of 320,000 tons (including last season's stocks) right
now the available for exports volume should be around 215,000 tons. As explained in previous reports all
qualities are available during this season from 31 color to 51's, however the discount of after rain cotton (low
41 - good 51) is small. Some cotton growers have delivered and fixed prices of their seed cotton to ginning
mills, while others insist on holding their stocks and waiting for better prices to deliver.


 Lastly, referring on call levels, ginners are interested in a higher basis from the ‘even' Jly 08 with an early
payment, while merchants are finding at the moment these terms unworkable.
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Disclaimer

Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services,
issue reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be reliable. However, such
information has not been verified by “Investment Research & Analysis Journal” (“IRAJ”), and
“IRAJ” does not make any representation as to its accuracy and completeness. Opinions,
estimates, and statements nonfactual in nature expressed in the research reports presented by
“IRAJ” represent judgment as of the date of the reports, are subject to change without notice
and are provided in good faith and without legal responsibility. In addition, there may be
instances when fundamental, technical and quantitative opinions, estimates, and statements may
not be in concert. Neither the information nor any opinion expressed shall constitute an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares, warrants, convertible securities or options of
“covered companies” by no means.
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